good idea?

1. What is your GOOD IDEA?

If you’re ready to DO something about the good
idea you’ve been dreaming about, this grant might
be a good place to start. If $500 would give your
idea the boost it needs to get off the ground, fill
out this form. We are looking for a good idea
that is personally fulfilling and will have a positive
impact our community.
THE REQUIREMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
1. You must be present at the Fulfillament event
and submit this form at the end of the event
2. Your idea must be ORIGINAL (never been
done before or it’s not an existing company or
organization)
3. Your idea must be personally fulfilling (makes
you COME ALIVE!)
4. Your idea must have a positive impact on the
community
5. Your idea must within reach (something that you
can make happen within 6 months)
6. The $500 grant will make a big difference in
getting your idea off the ground
The week following Fulfillament, we will read
through each submission. For us this is both
exciting and challenging. After all, choosing a
favorite idea is like deciding who the favorite
child is. Not easy. However, as coaches and
entrepreneurs, we are trained to see what is
realistic, possible and beneficial. We believe that
everyone is creative, resourceful and whole. Your
ideas are equally as powerful!
If you are not chosen for the grant, know that
we are committed to help you succeed and
move towards a life of fulfillment as coaches and
community advocates.

2. How would your idea make you COME ALIVE? (list your
values, personal strengths and passions)

3. How will your IDEA impact our community?

4. What stage is your idea in RIGHT NOW? (just an idea at
this point or in the beginning stages)

Name
e-mail				
5. How would you USE the $500?

phone
Your Website

(if you have one associated with you or your idea):

Thank you for
applying! We
look forward
to hearing your
brilliant idea!

6. Which challenge given tonight will you apply to your
GOOD IDEA?

